
TubKeeper™, “World's Best Solution for Bathtub
Drain Problems”,  To Launch Kickstarter
Campaign
TubKeeper™ is stepping up to help in
solving bathtub drain problems, with a
creative new product that can end the
headaches forever. Now on Kickstarter.

HONG KONG, HONG KONG, June 9,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- No one
wants to have to deal with bathtub drain
problems, yet many are faced with them
on an almost daily basis. TubKeeper™ is
stepping up to help, with a creative new
product that can end the headaches
forever. Now on Kickstarter.

June 9, 2018

A smart solution to a common household problem promises to simplify daily life and make bathroom
upkeep a breeze. TubKeeper™, a patent-pending innovation that functions both as a drain stopper
and hair catcher, is nearing the final stages of development - and the team behind it is soon to ask for
the public’s contribution for its mass production via Kickstarter.

TubKeeper™ has numerous, excellent features which make the showering experience feel effortless.
Made to fit most drains across the U.S., TubKeeper™ covers a diameter of 1.4 to 1.7 inches, and a
depth of 1.10 to 1.42 inches. TubKeeper™ enhances water storage during bathing when its cap is
sealed, and when lifted it allows high water flow without the repugnant rigor of hairs clogging at the
drain. It also acts as a physical barrier against the loss of accessories and any kind of small items. 

What’s more, TubKeeper™ helps keep the bathroom environment scent- and microorganism-free,
thanks to its mildew-resistant materials that prevent mildew growth for 18 months. The company has
further made TubKeeper™ extremely temperature-sensitive, so as to aid in safeguarding users
against burns. To achieve that, TubKeeper™ turns pink when the temperature reaches 100 _.

“Every innovative idea starts with a problem in need of a solution. Ours was something as every day
and relatable as clogged shower drains. Fed up with ineffective and, frankly, disgusting conventional
hair catchers and drain stoppers, we decided to take things into our own hands” said Leo Ting,
TubKeeper™ Inventor.

“Our goal is to come with the best solution for bathtub drain problems. We came out of 3 viable
prototypes and ran tests against products in the market to find out the best. And we did. When
collected with the same amount of hair, TubKeeper™ allows highest water flow, and fewest
uncollected hair. When its cap is sealed, there is zero leakage for several hours.”

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/854635694/tubkeeper-the-all-in-one-bathtub-drain-solution?ref=9cdjxf
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/854635694/tubkeeper-the-all-in-one-bathtub-drain-solution?ref=9cdjxf


For more information and to pre-order at discounted early bird prices during crowdfunding, visit the
TubKeeper™ Campaign Page on Kickstarter.

To learn more about TubKeeper™, please visit: www.tubkeeper.com
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